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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the effect of topic dependent language
models (TDLM) on phonetic spoken term detection (STD)
using dynamic match lattice spotting (DMLS). Phonetic STD
consists of two steps: indexing and search. The accuracy of
indexing audio segments into phone sequences using phone
recognition methods directly affects the accuracy of the final
STD system. If the topic of a document in known, recognizing the spoken words and indexing them to an intermediate representation is an easier task and consequently, detecting a search word in it will be more accurate and robust.
In this paper, we propose the use of TDLMs in the indexing
stage to improve the accuracy of STD in situations where the
topic of the audio document is known in advance. It is shown
that using TDLMs instead of the traditional general language
model (GLM) improves STD performance according to figure
of merit (FOM) criteria.
Index Terms— spoken term detection, language modelling, indexing
1. INTRODUCTION
STD is the process of finding all occurrences of a specified
search term in a large volume of speech database. This process usually consists of two steps: indexing and search. In
the indexing stage, audio segments are transcribed into an
intermediate representation and in the next stage, this representation is searched to detect the query terms. Indexing is
performed once, as an off-line process, while many searches
are later performed within this index. Better indexing accuracy results in a more accurate STD system. However, the
indexing stage is prone to errors due to errors introduced in
recognition engine (words, sub-word or phonemes) used in
the indexing process.
A common approach to indexing audio segments is to perform word-based transcription by using a large vocabulary
continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) system [1] to produce word lattices for each audio segment. This has been
shown to be an effective approach for in-vocabulary query
terms, but is not applicable for out-of-vocabulary queries, as
LVCSR systems are only able to recognize the words within
their dictionary. Sub-word based strategies have been investigated to provide open vocabulary query search [2]. The dynamic match lattice spotting (DMLS) technique [3] has been

proposed as a phonetic STD approach to search and detect
query terms in recognized lattices of audio segments, created
using a phone recognition engine based on hidden Markov
models (HMM). This technique has continued to be used as a
state-of-the-art approach for STD up to the present day [4, 5].
DMLS was further improved by Wallace et al. [6] and became faster by putting phone sequences in the lattices into
a phonetic sequence database (SDB) as an off-line process
and then the sequence of phonemes in the search term (target
sequence) can be searched through the phonetic SDB. This
system is used as our baseline framework.
One approach that has been successfully applied in phonetic STD, is using language models (LMs) in the indexing
stage [4]. While word level information in the form of statistical word based n-gram LMs is helpful, human speech perception system incorporates other information, one of which
is the topic of the conversation. When a person knows the
topic of the conversation, they may have a better chance to
recognize the spoken words. As an example, pronunciation
of the words “white house” and “light house” only differs in
one phone and they are likely to be confused with each other.
However, if the topic of the conversation is politics, then the
spoken term is much more likely to be “white house” rather
than “light house”. In this paper, we propose topic dependent
language modelling to make use of topic information of the
speech segments to improve the accuracy of indexing stage
and consequently improve the accuracy of phonetic STD.
It has been shown that TDLMs outperform the simple
word-based n-gram LMs in terms of perplexity and ASR accuracy [7, 8]. Some of these systems use simple method of
building different topic-dependent n-gram LMs and interpolate them to create a single LM [9]. Other systems tend to use
more advanced semantic analysis techniques to extract and
detect the topic of the document [10]. After that, LMs are
created for each topic and are used as prior knowledge to help
the acoustic model (AM) recognize the speech.
Presently, there has been minimal investigation in improving STD performance by using topic information. Some examples have been tried using context information using a window of neighbour words for name spotting [11,12]. These approaches outperform the baseline system in terms of STD accuracy. However, creating context models in the search time
is a time-consuming task which is prohibitive for audio docu-

Fig. 1. Topic dependent indexing for STD

ment retrieval applications.

Fig. 2. An example of TDLM-based indexing for topic depen-

dent STD

2. DMLS SYSTEM
The phonetic STD system developed by Wallace et al. [6]
which is based on the DMLS system [3] is used as our baseline system. In this system, indexing is run once to create
a database from recognized lattices of phonemes and in the
search phase, this database is explored to find the best match
with query term.
2.1. Indexing
The purpose of indexing is to construct a database that provides fast search. First, phonetic speech recognition is performed to decode each speech segment in the database which
results in producing lattices of multiple phone sequence
recognition hypotheses. These lattices are then traversed
by Viterbi dynamic search method to extract all phone sequences with a predefined fix length, N, that terminate at
each node in the lattice. All these phone sequences are then
collected into a SDB. In this paper, we used the value of N =
11, which provides a reasonable trade-off between index size
and simple retrieval of long phone sequences [13].
2.2. Search
In search stage, the query term is decomposed into its
phoneme constituents using a pronunciation lexicon. Letter to sound rules are applied in case of out-of-vocabulary
search terms. The difference between the target phone sequence and each indexed phone sequence is calculated using
the minimum edit distance (MED) criteria. If the difference
is lower than a pre-specified threshold value, then the putative
occurrence is emitted as a detected occurrence.
3. TOPIC DEPENDENT SPOKEN TERM
DETECTION
Language modelling is commonly used to improve the accuracy of recognizing the sequence of word or sub-word units
in the input speech segment [4]. The most popular method

for language modelling is to use n-grams. In this method, it
is assumed that a priori probability of an observation unit
is dependent only on a short history of its n − 1 proceeding
events. This assumption makes the model very simple and it
has been shown to be a simple yet effective method for improving speech recognition accuracy [14].
TDLMs have shown to outperform the simple word-based
n-gram LMs in terms of perplexity and ASR accuracy [7, 8].
In these systems, each audio segment is considered to belong
to a particular topic such as sports, politics, etc. In the simplest approach, a TDLM can be created from documents of
each topic. Each speech segment is then decoded using its
TDLM.
In this work, assuming that the topic of the speech segments are known in advance, speech segments are decoded
using TDLMs and the resulting indexes are put in the final
SDB. This approach is shown in Figure 1. We also compare
our approach with a system based on a GLM which is trained
with all of training data without considering their topic. Our
method is useful for situations like political talk shows, sports
or finance news, etc., where the topic of the audio document
is specified before. It is also applicable if at first a topic detector based on audio information is used to detect the topic
of the audio document and then apply topic dependent STD.
However, this will impose a front-end effect of topic detection
accuracy on the final STD accuracy.
When TDLMs are used for indexing, phone recognition
accuracy is increased and the score of each recognized phone
sequence will be more accurate. Therefore, a better phone
SDB will be provided which consists of recognized phone sequences with more accurate values as their scores which indicate how likely is that the recognition was done correctly.
An example of this process is depicted in Figure 2. In this example, the spoken word “share” is passed to the recognition
engine. If TDLM is used, it is more likely to be recognized

as “shares” rather than “chairs”, thus the score of “shares” is
higher compared with GLM-based indexing. This will reduce
the number of false alarms, while at the same time, increases
the number of hits which will provide a more accurate spoken
term detection system.
4. DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
4.1. LM training
As mentioned previously, in order to train an n-gram LM, ngram probabilities need to be estimated from a set of training
transcriptions. For this paper, the English text database of the
second phase of topic detection and tracking (TDT2) project
is used for training a GLM as well as TDLMs. The TDT2
English audio and text database is a collection of broadcast
resources in the form of audio recordings and corresponding
transcriptions and also new-wire data, which is generally used
for the purpose of topic detection and tracking [15]. Each
document in this corpus is tagged with one of 96 topics.
For the purpose of topic dependent STD task, there were
some further annotations done on the TDT2 database. First,
documents which belong to the broadcast data were selected
for this study. TDT2 defines topics as a specific event or activity, along with all directly related events and activities. This
definition makes topics to be quite specific. For example, “the
financial crisis in China and its effects on Asian countries” is
considered as an entire topic. However, such events could
be generalized into broader topics such as “financial topic.
Among TDT2 data, the number of documents belonging to
each individual topic (based on TDT2 definition) was limited
which causes the TDLMs to be under-trained. Therefore, as
shown in Table 1, in the second step 96 topics were categorized into 11 broader topics. This procedure was done manually and all of the documents were manually tagged with a
cluster id based on TDT2 annotation guidelines. This resulted
in a final database with 11 different new topics, organized into
11 clusters and each cluster has a set of audio and transcription files. For the rest of this paper, the word “topic” refers to
this set of 11 broad topics.
Each topic was randomly divided into two parts: 70% of
the data is used as STD development data to train phone errors
and consequently insertion, deletion, and substitution costs.
In the next step, a word LM was created from development
data based on the transcription files for each topic. The wellknown SRILM toolkit with default Good-Turing discounting
and Katz back-off for smoothing was used to create 1, 2, 3,
and 4-gram word LMs. Evaluation is performed on the remaining 30%. A total of 1200 search terms are chosen randomly from a pool of words that occur at least once in the
evaluation data in each topic, with 400 words selected for
each of the lengths of 4 phones, 6 phones, or 8 phones.
It is worth mentioning that in this research we are not
seeking to achieve the best STD performance and we just
want to investigate if topic information could help to improve

Topic Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Topic name
Ongoing violence
Scandals
Finance
Legal cases
Elections
Science news
Sports
Accidents
Natural disasters
New laws
Misc. news

Hours
15.00
12.71
7.18
5.81
5.02
2.74
2.73
1.45
0.86
0.23
3.56

Table 1. The modified TDT2 database and the hours of speech
contained in each topic

STD performance. For the best performance, it is necessary
to find the best topics which represent the dataset more accurately and divide documents into more suitable topics.
4.2. AM training
For acoustic modelling, a monophone HMM is trained for
each phoneme class, which is a 32 mixture mono-phone
HMM, with 3 emitting states. These HMMs are trained using
TIMIT, WSJ1, and 160 hours of speech from Switchboard-1
Release 2 (SWB).
There are a number of parameters that must first be tuned
on tuning data. For each LM, we tune the parameters of the
decoder on a small one hour set of held-out training data from
the TDT2 corpus, and select the parameters that provide for
the best phone recognition accuracy to achieve the best performance of indexing. Although these parameters need to be
tuned to achieve the best STD performance, in practice, usually indexing stage is tuned to provide best recognition accuracy. Moreover, the aim of this paper is to investigate if
indexing improvement using TDLMs provides better STD accuracy.
For each LM type, token insertion penalty and grammar
scale factor are optimized for 1-best phone recognition accuracy, and an n-gram order of up to 4-gram is considered.
This was done by first decoding initial lattices with up to a 2gram LM and then applying up to a 4-gram LM during lattice
rescoring with the HTK tool, HLRescore. Phonetic indexing
is performed by decoding a lattice of words, then expanding
these tokens into their corresponding sequences of phones using a pronunciation lexicon, whilst maintaining lattice structure. While higher order n-gram LMs are possible, this is not
considered here to avoid training data sparsity problems [14].
The results of tuning found that the best phone recognition accuracy was achieved by decoding with a full vocabulary and
with 4-gram LMs. Therefore, this configuration is used in all
experiments in the following sections.
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Fig. 4. STD accuracy (FOM) using TDLM versus GLM
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and the perplexity of TDLMs and the GLM calculated on evaluation set of each topic.
4.3. Evaluation
STD can be evaluated in two stages. The first stage can test
the performance of phonetic lattices through perplexity and
phone recognition accuracy. Perplexity is a common way of
evaluating LMs and is defined as a probability distribution
over entire sentences. Better LMs tend to have lower perplexity which means that they are less surprised by the test samples. Phone recognition accuracy is calculated according to
HTK style. The second stage, which actually tests the whole
STD performance, is evaluated in this paper using figure of
merit (FOM). FOM is used widely to report the performance
of STD systems [6,16–18] and is defined as the average detection rate at each integer value between 0 and 10 false alarms
per search term per hour.
5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
5.1. Effect of topic dependent LMs on indexing accuracy
In order to investigate the effect of known topics on the STD
indexing, the utility of TDLMs and the GLM on phone recognition is investigated in Figure 3. In this paper, we used the
SRILM toolkit [19] to calculate the perplexity of TDLMs and
the GLM on the evaluation set of topics, which is also presented in Figure 3.
As it can be seen in Figure 3, the phone recognition accuracy of TDLM is increased in all cases. Particularly, if we
take average of the accuracy over all of test data shown in
the final column, the phone recognition accuracy of the system is increased relatively by more than 10% using TDLMs
rather than GLM. This shows, as expected, TDLMs do im-

prove phone recognition. If we have a closer look at this figure, we can see that the perplexity of TDLMs for topics 6
to 10 with less than 3 hours of speech is much lower which
means that these LMs are more representative of the data contained in their topic. For example, the perplexity of GLM
for the topic 10 with only 0.23 hours of data, is around 54,
while this value for TDLM is around 15 which shows about
70% improvement. It is also observable that TDLM perplexity is very close to the GLM for the topics with more hours
of data. This suggests that the documents in the topics with
more hours of data could be divided into more specific ones
to create better TDLMs.
5.2. Effect of topic dependent LM on STD accuracy
In this section we will investigate if the benefit provided by
TDLMs during indexing is also available during the search
phase of STD. Figure 4 reports the STD accuracy (FOM)
when using topic dependent word LMs and also when using
general word LM.
It can be seen that TDLMs have a similar effect on STD
accuracy as on the indexing. In average, the FOM is increased
approximately from 0.47 to 0.55. However, in general, the
improvement for the topics with less hours of data is much
more than the ones with more hours of data. For example,
topic 10 which according to Table 1 has 0.23 hours of data,
in Figure 3 has a high improvement in phone recognition accuracy (around 36%) and in Figure 4 it can be seen that it
also has a high improvement in STD accuracy (around 25%).
Whereas for topic 1 which has 15 hours of data, the phone
recognition accuracy has increased approximately from 63%
to 65% and also its STD accuracy is increased by around 3%.
By referring to perplexity values displayed in Figure 3, it can
be observed that in general, LMs belonging to topics that have
less hours of speech, have more improvement in terms of their
perplexity compared with GLM and hence represent better
models for the documents within their topic. This suggests
that better LMs could be created from topics with more hours
of data by dividing them into more specific topics. However,
despite being low, we still can see FOM improvement for the
topics with large amount of data.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, topic dependent language modelling was proposed to improve phonetic STD accuracy. It was shown that
this approach improves indexing speech segments which results in a SDB with more accurate phone recognition scores
for each phone sequence. It was shown that the average FOM
was increased. Therefore, topic dependent language modelling improves indexing and this will translate into a more
accurate STD system.
In this research, it was assumed that the topic of speech
segments in the database was known before indexing. As a
future work, this topic could be inferred from the audio information to study its front-end effect on the final STD system. Another area which could be investigated is to find a
way to use topic information of the search term in the search
phase. TDLM probability of the search term which indicates
its membership in each topic could also be used as extra information in STD and perhaps could be used to refine the indexing scores in the search phase for each search term. Furthermore, the results of experiments suggested that topics with
equal size data should be investigated for topic dependent
STD.
In this paper our set of search terms is unbiased (as they
are chosen randomly from the transcripts) and is provided
online for reproduciblity. The mapping between TDT2 topics and the broader topics used in this paper as well as the
development and evaluation data and train/test divisions and
also the search term list for each topic will be provided at
https://wiki.qut.edu.au/display/saivt/ at the time of publication of this paper. The TDT2 corpus is also available through
linguistic data consortium (LDC). An investigation of the effects of the approach on other kinds of search terms, including
out-of-vocabulary terms and rare terms, is an important matter for future work.
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